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quark (u, d,s) events from 2° decays at SLD. Impact parameters of charged tra& were
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1 Introduction

Studies of heavy quark (Q=c,b) systems provide important tests of the theory of strong

interactions, quantum Aromodynamics (QCD). A large quark m- MQ >> AQCD,

where AQCD is the QCD interaction scale, provide a natural cutoff in the parton shower

evolution. This cutoff keeps the relevant spacetime region compact enough to avoid

the non-perturbative domain of the strong interaction. On the 2° resonance, where

the center-of-m~s energy ECM >> MQ >> AQCD, one can expect a good description

of many inclusive properties of hadronic jets by perturbative QCD. The difference

in average charged multiplicity (JfiQ) between heavy quark and light quark (u,d,s)

events is particularly interesting. Within the context of perturbative QCD in the

modified leading logarithm approximation (MLLA) [1, 2], the emission of gluons from

quarks is suppressed in the forward direction ~ < @o = MQ/EQ. This region of

suppressed radiation is known as the “dead cone” [2]. Further invoking the hypothesis

of local parton hadron duality (LPHD) [3], this effect is then expected to manifest

itself in a suppression of particle production accompanying the leading heavy hadron.

In particular, it is expected that the difference between the average charged multiplicity

in light quark events and the average &arged multiplicity of non-leading hadrons in

heavy quark events should be independent of center-of-mms energy. .4 test of this

hypothesis provides the opportunity to verify an accurate prediction of perturbative

QCD, and to probe the validity of perturbative calculations down to the scale Jll~.

Furthermore, MLLA QCD + LPHD predicts ~HCa EC‘~ud~ = 1.7+ 0.5 and ~~b - fib –

~U& = 5.5 + 0.8, independent of center-of-m- energy [2]. Recently, in an dtemative

approach, Petrov and Kixelev have evaluated these quantities at the 2° energy and

found d~C = 1.01 and d~b = 3.68 ~suming ~C=l.5 GeV/c2 and ~b=4.8 GeV/c2 [4].

We reported the rmults of our me~urement of the charged multiplicity of 2° ~

b~ events in [5], which were based on the sample of approximately 10,000 hadronic

~ decays collected by the SLD experiment in 1992. Here we present an improved

me~urement of the charged multiphcity of b~ events, and new measurements for CEand
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light quark (ufi, cc and s3) events, based upon the sample of approximately 160,000

hadronic 2° decays collected between 1992 and 1995. All results in this paper are

preliminary.

2 Apparatus and Hadronic Event Selection

The e+e- annihilation events produced at the 2° resonance by the SLAC Linear Col-

lider (SLC) have been recorded using the SLC Large Detector (SLD). .4 general de-

scription of the SLD can be found elsewhere [6]. The trigger and selection criteria for

isolating 2° boson decays are described elsewhere [7].

The andysk pr=ented here used the charged tracks me~ured in the central drift

chamber (CDC) [8] and in the vertex detector (VXD) [9]. A set of cuts was applied

to the data to select well-me~ured tracks, which were used for multiplicity counting,

and events well-contained within the detector acceptance. The well-me~ured charged

tracks were required to have (i) a closest approach transverse to the beam ~~is within

j cm, and within 10 cm along the axis from the me~ured interaction point; (ii) a polar

angle 0 with respect to the beam =is within I cos O \< 0.80; and (iii) a momentum

transverse to the beam tis pl > 0.15 GeV/c. Events were required to have (i) a

minimum of seven such tracks; (ii) a thrust axis [10] direction within ] cos dT I< 0.71;

and (iii) a total visible enerOg ~Vi~ of at le~t 20 GeV, which ww calculated from the

selected tracks wigned the charged pion mass; 114,499 events p=ed these cuts. The

background in the selected event sample was estimated to be 0.1 + 0.1%, dominated

by 2° + T+ T- events.

mile the multiplicity me~urement relied primarily on information from the CDC,

the additiond information from the VXD provided the more accurate impact parameter

measurement and ~ meson ta~ng for selecting samples enriched in light (u,d,s) and

b events, and c events, respectively. k addition to the requirements for well-me~ured

tracks, ‘Impact parameter quality” tracks were required to have (i) at le~t one VXD



hit; (ii) a closest approach transverse the beam axis within 0.3 cm, and within 1.5 cm

along the axis from the measured interaction point; (iii) at le~t 40 CDC hits, with

the first hit at a radius less than 39 cm; (iv) an error on the Zy impact parameter less

than 250 pm; (v) a fit quality of the CDC track x2/d.o.~ < 5; and (vi) a fit quality of

the combined CDC+~D track X2/d.o.f <5. We also removed tracks from candidate

~~ and A decays and y-conversions found by kinematic reconstruction of tw~track

vertices.

All impact parameters used in this analysis were for tracks projected into the plane

derived from fits to ~30 sequential hadronic

study, with a measured precision of Upv =

derived by applying a sign to the distance of

perpendicular to the beam axis, and were me~ured with respect to an average primary

vertex. The average primary vertex was

events close in time to the event under

(7+ 2)pm. The impact parameter d was

closest approach such that J is positive when the vector from the primary vertex to the

point at which the track intersects the thrust MS makes an acute angle with respect

to the track direction. Including the uncertainty on the average primary vertex the

measured impact parameter uncertainty OJ for the overall tracking system approaches

11 pm for high momentum tracks, and is 76 pm at p~==l GeV/c.

3 Selection of Flavor-Tagged Samples

We divided each event into two hemispheres separated by the plane perpendicular to

the thrust axis. We then applied three flavor tagging techniques to each hemisphere. In

order to reduce potential tagging bi~ we measured the average charged multiplicity in

hemispheres opposite to those tagged. Impact parameters of charged tracks were used

to select enriched samples of b or fight quark hemispheres, and reconstructed charmed

mesons were used to select c quark hemispheres, where charg~conjugate states are also

implied.

In each hemisphere we counted the number of “impact parameter quality” tracks



no tag uds-t ag c-tag btag

# ta~ed hem. 216,472 156,200 1,224 8,j45

fiactiond uds 0.607 0.748 0.073 0.012

composition c 0.172 0.159 0.584 0.046

b 0.221 0.093 0.343 0.942

Table 1. Number of tagged hemispheres and fractional compositions of uds, c and b quarks

in the tagged hemispheres.

~~i~ which have an impact parameter significance of ~.~~ = 6/oJ >3.0. Figure 1 shows

the distribution of n,i~ upon which is superimposed a N1onte Carlo sample in which

the flavor composition is shown. For our hlonte Carlo study we used JETSET 7.4

[II] with pmameter values tuned to hadronic e+e- annihilation data [12], combined

with a simulation of ~-decays tuned to T(4s) data, and a simulation of the SLD. ~

more detailed discussion of flavor tagging can be found in [13, 14]. The hlonte Carlo

simulation reproduces the data well and shows that most light quark hemispheres have

n~i9=0 and that the n~i~ 22 region is dominated by b quark hemispheres. Hemispheres

were tagged u light or b quark by requiring n,i~ = O or n~i~ ~ 3, respectively. Table

1 shows the number of light and b quark tagged hemispheres and flavor compositions

estimated from the simulation for each tagged sample.

The impact parameter method does not provide a high-purity sample of c quark

events. For this purpose we required at Iemt one prompt D*+ or D+ mesonl recon-

structed in a hemisphere. This tag is described in detail in [15]. The D*+ mesons

were identified using the decay D*+ + nJD”, where m$ is a low-momentum pion

and the Do decays via Do + K–r+ (“three-prong’), Do + K–m+ro ( “satefite” ), or

Do + K-r+r+T- ( ‘tiv~prong” ) modes. The D+ mmons were identified using the

decay mode D+ + K-x+n+. D meson candidates were formed from dl combinations

of well-me~ured tracks with at le~t one VD hit.

Do candidates were formti by combining two (for “three-pron<’ or “sateUite”

1Charg-njugate w are always implied.
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modes) or four (for “five-prong” mode) charged tracks with zerQ net charge, and by

resigning the ~– mms to one of the particles and m+ mass to the others. All tracks

forming Do candidates were required to have p >1 GeV/c.

We required (i) the m= of the candidate Do to be in one of the ranges 1.765

GeV/c2 < .~;$d <1.965 GeV/c2 (“three-prong” ), 1.815 GeV/c2 < ~~}d. <1.915

GeV/c2 ( ‘%ve-prong”), or 1.500 GeV/c2 < ~~~d <1.700 GeV/c2 ( “sateHite” ), (ii)

Icos O*] <0.9, where O* is the angle between the direction of the Do in the labora-

tory frame and the ~- in the Do rest frame, (iii) a mms difference AM = ~~~d –

fif~~d <0.15 GeV/c2, and (iv) a X2 probability>l% for a constrained vertex fit to the

Do tracks for the ‘%ve-prong” mode.

D; candidates were required to p=s either a set of kinematic cuts or a set of decay

length cuts to suppress combinatorial backgrounds and backgrounds from ~ ~ D*

decays. The kinematic cuts are: (i) pr~ >1 GeV, and (ii) xE~. >0.4 for the “three-

prong” mode and xE~. >0.5 for the ‘%ve-prong” mode, where XED. = 2ED. /Ec,vf

and ED. is the D* enerb~. The decay length cuts are: (i) X2 probabilities>l~o for a

constrained vertex fit to the Do tracks, (ii) a decay length significance L/aL >2.5, (iii)

the two-dimensional impact parameter of the Do momentum vector to the interaction

pOkt <20pm, and (iV) xE~. >0.2.

Figures 2 a), b) and c) show AM for the three decay modes, upon which is super-

imposed the hlonte Carlo sample in which the flavor composition is shown 2.

D+ ~ K-~+m+ candidates were formed by combining two tracks of the same sign

with one track of the opposite sign, where dl three tracks were required to have p >1

GeV/c. The two like-sign tracks were assigned n+ masses and the opposite sign track

w= given the K– mms. A series of cuts was applied to reject background. We required

(i) x~+ >0.4, (ii) cos 6* > –0.8, (iii) the mass differences between ~VI(K-m+~~) and

M(K-T+) were formed for each of the two pions and were required to be greater than

2k the Monte CM1O simdation the ratm of the Do + Km md Do + KmTo modes were adjustd

to math the data in Fig. 2. The uncertaintia on th=e rates were included in the systematic errors.
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0.16 GeV/c2, (iv) L/aL >3.0 for the D+ decay length, and (v) the angle between the

D+ momentum vector and the vertex flight direction to be less than .j mrad in xy and

less than 20 mrad in rz. After all selection criteria, D+ ~ ~-m~r+ candidates fall

in the mass range 1.800 GeV/cz < f}f(~–m+n+) <1.940 GeV/c2. Figure 2 d) shows

the m= fil(~-x+n+) distribution of the data upon which is superimposed the Nlonte

Carlo sample in which the flavor composition is shown.

The union of the three samples of D“+ candidates and the sample of D+ candi-

dates wm used to tag c quark hemispheres. The flavor composition of these tagged

hemispheres is shown in Table 1.

4 Me~urement of Chaged

}Vell-me~ured charged tracks defined in section

Multiplicities

2 were counted in the hemispheres

opposite to those tagged. Figure 3 shows the distributions of measured hemisphere

multiplicities mi for a) light-, b) c- and c) & tagged samples, compared ~vith the cor-

responding hlonte Carlo samples selected by the same criteria. The measured average

hemisphere multiplicities fii were found to be ~~. = 9.30 + 0.01, fiC = 9.54 + 0.10

and ~b = 10.28 + 0.04 (statistical errors only).

The ~i are related to the true average hemisphere multiplicities Ri of uds, c and b

quark events,

i = uds, c, ~

where: Piti is the fraction of quark type j in the i-tagged hemispheres; Ci,U& is the ratio

of the average number of measured charged tracks in light quark hemispheres opposite

i-tagged hemispheres, to the average number of charged tracks in true light quark hemi-

spheres; C,? (j # uds) is the ratio of the average number of me~ured charged tracks

originating from the decay products of j-hadrons in hemispheres opposite to i-tagged

hemispheres, to the average number of tracks originating from the decay products of

7



j-hadrons; C~~ (j # uds) is the ratio of the average number of measured charged tracks

originating from the non-leading particles in j-quark hemispheres opposite to i-tagged

hemispheres, to the average number of tracks originating from non-leading particles

in true j-quark hemispheres. The constants C were estimated from the Monte Carlo

simulations and account for the effects of detector acceptance and inefficiencies, and

for biasm introduced by the event and tagged-sample selection criteria. The constants

~ were taken from Table 1. We have included in the generated multiphcity any prompt

charged track with mean hfetime greater than 3 x 10–lOs, or any charged decay product

with mean lifetime greater than 3 x 10–lOs of a particle with mean fifetime less than

3 x 10-lOs. For c and b quarks we separated ~i and C “into decay and non – leading

‘k = 5.55 + 0.18, using the me~ured‘~ = 2.60 + 0.13 and n~components. We fixed nC

values from [16, 17, 18], with an additiond 0.10+0.10 and 0.11+0.11 tracks to account

for the effects of higher mass states of heavy hadrons estimated from the Monte Carlo

simulation.

Because of the exclusion of tracks with very low momentum or lmge [ cos 91, the

constants Citi, C,~~and C,d~ are dependent on the model used to generate Monte Carlo

events. The fraction of tracks satisfying the “well-meaured” criteria was found to be

different between data and Monte Carlo. This is primarily due to a simplified simulation

of the dependence of the CDC hit efficiency and resolution. The Monte Carlo WM

corrected to yield the proper fraction of charged tracks by randomly removing 2.970 of

the tracks. The dependence of the correction on track pl, cos 0, zimuthd angle and

the angle with respect to the jet direction, w= found to be small [14]. The resulting

values for the constants C are listed in Table 2.

By solving eqns. (1) we obtained the average hemisphere charged multiplicities,

Eu& = 9.90 + 0.05, ml = 7.98 + 0.22 and ml = 6.02 + 0.05. Adding ~ and

@ to ml and %1, respectively, and multiplying by two gives ~d = 19.80 + 0.09,

fiC = 21.17+0.44 and fib = 23.14&0.09, for uds, c and b events, respectively, where the

errors are statistical only. Taking into account the fact that errors are correlated, the



j uds c b

i dk nl dk ni

uds 0.926 0.944 0.87j 0.826 0.926

c 0.883 0.985 0.856 0.860 0.872

b 0.926 0.978 0.8j8 0.852 0.941

Table 2. The constants C estimated from the Monte Carlo simtiation.

multiplicity differences between c and light quark events, and b and light quark events

are, respectively

d~C = 1.37+ 0.45 (stat.)

jfi~ = 3.34+ 0.13 (stat.)

5 Systematic Errors

Systematic uncertainties from various sources have been estimated and are summa-

rized in Tables 3 and 4. The experimental systematic errors arise from uncertainties in

modelling the acceptmce, efficiency and resolution of the detector. Systematic uncer-

tainties dso arise from errors on the experimental me~urements that function w the

input parameters to the modelling of the underlying physics processes, such = errors

on the modelfing of b and c fragmentation and decays of B and C hadrons.

The effect of uncertainty in the tracking efficiency wm conservatively estimated

from the difference between the values of multiplicities before and after the 2.9% overall

correction to the Monte Carlo track multiplicities. In order to estimate the uncertain~

in detector

the former

found that

response near the lower limit of pl and upper limit of Icos 01 we varied

horn 0.05 GeV/c to 0.25 GeV/c and the latter from 0.70 to 0.90. We

our Monte Carlo simulation showed good agreement with the data for p

and pl distributions in the hemkpherw opposite to those tagged. The thrust MS

cent ainment cut w= also varied within O.6s ] cos OTI ~0.8. To check for possible bi~

from our hetiphere tags the cut on the track significance ~.ti~ w= varied from 2.0 to

4.0 for the tight and b quark hemisphere tags, and D* and D+ m=ons were considered

9



I Trting ~cien~ I 0.55 0.64 0.62 0.08 0~

I D,,,m.rrqonse I 0.13 0.28 0.58 0.36 0.48 I

I Hemisphere tag 0.09 0.33 0.12 0.40 0.17

Monte Carlo statistim 0.05 0.22 0.06 0.23 0.08

Total 0.57 0.80 0.86 0.59 0.52

Table 3. Systematic errors due to detector model~ng.

separately = a c quark hetiphere tag. Finally, statistical effects from the limited

Monte Carlo sample size were considered. These errors were added in quadrature to

obtain a total systematic error due to detector modelling, shown in Table 3.

In order to estimate the q-stematic errors due to uncertainties in mode~ing b and

c fragmentation we used an e~ent re-weighting scheme to vary the multiplicity distri-

butions in the Monte Carlo simulation and to obtain modified values of the constants

C and ~. We dso account for the adjustment of the production cross section and

branching fractions for the Do + ~m and Do + ~nn” modes in the Monte Carlo by

considering the errors on the relative fractions of these modes. Systematic uncertainties

due to B and C hadron modelling are summarized in Table 4.

6 Summ=y ad Conclusion

Combining systematic uncertainties in quadrature we obtain:

nu* = 19.80 + 0.09 (stat.) & 0.57 (syst.)

RC= 21.17A 0.44 (stat.) + 1.01 (syst.) PRELIMIN.4RY

n~ = 23.14 * 0.09 (stat.) + 1.03 (syst.)

and

d~c = 1.37+ 0.45 (stat.)* 0.86 (syst.)

~fi~ = 3.34+ 0.13 (stat.)* 0.77 (syst.) PRELIMINARY.

Figure 4 shows our me~urements of a) ~~C and b) d~b together with those from other

experiments [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24], ~ functions of center-of-m~s energy. Our rwults

10



1 Source of Uncertainty

b fia~entation

B m=on Metime

B b~on hfetime

B b~on prod. rate

& (b &action)

B + D+ + X fraction

c fra~entation

& (c ha~ion)

u– + D+ + X fraction

I #k
c

+knb

DO + Kx, Do + Krr” fiat.

Total

Variation

(ZE, )= O.700+0.011

~~=1.j5+0.l ps

T6=1.1O*O.3 ps

fA, = 9%+3%
0.220+0.004

0.17+0.07

(ZEC)=0.494*0.012

0.170+0.017

0.20+0.04

2.60+0.13

5.5j&0.18
—

.

~“d8 Ec Eb 6nc dn~

0.01 0.04 O.jj 0.03 0.j6

<0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01

<0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01

0.01 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.02

<0.01 <0.01 O.w 0.01 0.04

0.01 0.03 0.06 0.04 O.Oj

0.02 0.j9 <0.01 0.j9 0.02

0.03 0.10 0.01 0.12 0.03

0.01 0.02 <0.01 0.02 <0.01

<0.01 0.04 <0.01 O.w <0.01

<0.01 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.03

0.02 0.12 0.01 0.14 0.02

O.Oj 0.62 0.j6 0.62 0.j7

Table 4. Systematic uncertainti~ due to B and C hadron mode~ing.

are consistent tith the hypothesis of energy independence m predicted by LILL.A QCD

+ LPHD, and }vith the QCD estimates of 6RC and d~b quoted in Section 1.
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Figure captions

Figure 1. The number of tracks n,i~ per hemisphere which miss the interaction Point

by more than 30 in the Z-V plane. The solid histogram represents the Monte Carlo

sample, while the points represent the data d~tfibution. The flavor composition Of the

Monte Carlo distribution is dso shown.

Figure 2. The AAf distribution for data and Monte Carlo for a) Do + Km, b)

Do ~ ~~no and C) Do + ~nmm, and d) M(KTT) distribution for D+ + Krm

(see text). The solid histogrms represent the Monte Carlo samples, while the points

represent the data distributions. The flavor composition of the distributions are also

shown. The relative normalizations of the Nfonte Carlo and the data have been obtained

from” the total number of hadronic events.

Figure 3. The number of me~ured tracks m per hemisphere opposite to the a) light-,

b) c- and c) &quark tagged hemispheres. The histograms represent the Monte Carlo,

and the points the data, distributions.

Figure 4. Differences in average total multiplicities a) 6fiC and b) dfib = functions of

center-of-m= enerOW. NILL.A QCD + LPHD predictions are shown as the solid lines

with the dotted lines indicating the uncertainties; higher order uncertainties [25] are

not included. The predictions of Petrov and Kisselev are shown as stars.
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